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Abstract— Overlay routing has been proposed to enhance the
reliability and performance of IP networks, since it can bypass
congestion and transient outages by forwarding traffic through
one or more intermediate overlay nodes. In this paper, two
algorithms for multicast applications in service overlay networks
are presented. The first is tailored for source specific applications
and builds virtual source rooted multicast trees to allow one
node in the multicast group to send data to the other member
nodes. The second is tailored for group shared applications
and constructs a virtual shared tree among group members.
Their objective is to achieve traffic balancing on the overlay
network so as to avoid traffic congestion and fluctuation, which
cause low network performance. To address these problems, the
algorithms actively probe the underlay network and compute
virtual multicast trees by dynamically selecting the least loaded
available paths on the overlay network. The low-complexity
algorithms are shown through simulation experiments to lead
to time and resource saving.
Index Terms— Overlay Networks, Multicast, Optimization.

I. I NTRODUCTION
VERLAY routing has been proposed to enhance the
reliability and performance of IP networks, since it can
bypass congestion and transient outages by forwarding traffic
through one or more intermediate overlay nodes [1][2][3].
While much of the past research in overlay networking has
focused on techniques for building overlay networks and
evaluating their performance (e.g., [4][5]), in this paper we
present two algorithms to build virtual multicast trees on
an overlay network for as many applications as live video,
software and file distribution, replicated database, web site
replication, videoconference, distributed games, etc.
We consider two layers of network infrastructure: the native
network, which includes end-systems, routers, links, and the
associated routing functionality, and provides best-effort datagram delivery between its nodes; the virtual overlay network,
which is formed by a subset of the native layer nodes interconnected through overlay links to provide enhanced services.
Overlay links are virtual in the sense that they are IP tunnels
over the native network.
The first proposed algorithm is called DIstributed Multicast
algorithm for Internet Resource Optimization (DIMRO). It
builds virtual source rooted multicast trees for source specific
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applications. DIMRO takes into account the virtual link available bandwidth in order to avoid traffic congestion and fluctuation, which cause low network performance. The idea is to
keep the average link utilization of the overlay network low, by
fairly distributing data flows among the least loaded links. The
second algorithm is called DIstributed Multicast algorithm for
Internet Resources Optimization in Group Shared applications
(DIMRO-GS). It constructs a virtual shared tree for group
shared applications by connecting each member node to all
the other member nodes with a source rooted tree computed
using DIMRO. Both DIMRO and DIMRO-GS algorithms offer
service differentiation, i.e., provide QoS at application-layer
without IP-layer support.
II. DIMRO: DI STRIBUTED M ULTICAST ALGORITHM FOR
I NTERNET R ESOURCE O PTIMIZATION
By simply minimizing the cost of multicast trees without
taking into account the overlay link bandwidth availability,
traffic congestion and fluctuation might occur in the network,
causing low network performance. In order to tackle this
problem, DIMRO follows a different approach. The virtual
multicast source rooted tree is built by choosing the paths in
the overlay network that are least loaded. This way, DIMRO
achieves load balancing and an optimal distribution of resources, which leads to maximize the number of multicast
trees that can be set up. Let us consider a multirate multicast
scenario where receivers ask for different rates. If K channels
with rate {w1 , .., wK } are used in the layering scheme, then
K cumulative rate L1 , .., LK are available. Let s be the source
node, and let us assume that M receivers belong to the
multicast group. DIMRO proceeds as it follows.
Step 0: Receivers are ordered from the highest rate to
the lowest one, so as to have an ordered set of M receivers
{r1 , .., rM }, with requested cumulative rates F1 ≥ .. ≥ FM
(Fj ∈ {L1 , .., LK }, j = 1, .., M ). Receivers from r1 to rM are
progressively connected to the source node. This way, receiver
ri can reuse resources already exploited on paths from s to
r1 , .., ri−1 . Let Spath (s, rk ) be the set of all feasible paths
from source s to receiver rk . A path p(s, rk ) from s to rk
is feasible if buv ≥ Fk for all its links, where buv is the
available bandwidth on virtual link (u, v), which represents
the achievable bit rate on the associated underlay path.

TABLE I

Step k, k=1,..,M: DIMRO chooses path p(s, rk ) ∈
S
the function f {p(s, rk )} =
path
P (s, rk ) that minimizes
auv
,
where
p(s, rk ) ∈ Spath (s, rk ), and:
γ
{(u,v)∈p(s,rk )} (1−ρuv )
1) ρuv is the utilization of link (u, v), and it is defined as
(1)

III. DIMRO-GS: DIMRO IN G ROUP S HARED
APPLICATIONS

DIMRO-GS (Group Shared DIMRO) is the extension of
DIMRO to the multicast shared tree case. If there are M group
members, the virtual shared tree can be set up by building M
virtual source rooted trees, each one having a different group
member as root and all the other members belonging to the
tree, not necessarily as leaves. Each source rooted tree is built
using DIMRO. Let us assume that each group member has the
f , k = 1, .., M . In
same bandwidth requirement, i.e., Wk = W
this case, the first step of DIMRO is skipped. When M source
rooted trees are computed, the virtual shared tree is completed.
Computational complexity: The complexity of DIMROGS is O(M 2 · |V| · |E|) since it runs DIMRO M times.
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
A random overlay network has been generated following
the Waxman’s model [6], according to which network nodes
are randomly distributed across a Cartesian coordinate grid.
Virtual links are added to the graph modeling the overlay
network by considering all possible pairs (u, v) of nodes and
by using the following probability function,


duv
Pe (u, v) = β · exp −
,
(2)
α·L
where Pe (u, v) is the existence probability of a virtual link
between nodes u and v, duv is the Euclidean distance between
u and v, L is the maximum possible distance between a pair
of nodes, and α and β are parameters belonging to the range
(0,1]. A high α value increases the number of connections
to nodes further away, while a high β value increases the
node degree. Unlike the original Waxman’s model, we assume
that each virtual link is bi-directional. The bandwidth capacity
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where Buv represents the total bandwidth capacity of
virtual link (u, v), Fk is the bandwidth exploited on
link (u, v) by receiver rk , and βuv = buv − Fk is the
residual bandwidth on link (u, v). These measurements
are acquired using active probing on the path in the
underlay network associated with link (u, v).
2) The exponent γ = γ(|V|, |E|, F , B) is a function of the
number of nodes |V| and links |E| composing the overlay
network, the average rate F requested by receivers, and
the average bandwidth B of the overlay links.
3) The binary variable auv is equal to 0 if link (u, v)
already belongs to the tree, and 1 otherwise.
Computational complexity: The complexity of DIMRO is
O(M · |V| · |E|) since it builds the virtual multicast tree by
computing for as many as M times the spanning tree using
the Bellman-Ford algorithm, whose complexity is O(|V| · |E|).

Rejection Rate [%]

ρuv

Buv − (buv − Fk )
Buv − βuv
=
=
,
Buv
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Buv of each virtual link (u, v) is randomly generated using a
uniform distribution with mean B. Two different one hundred
node random overlay networks are generated, according to
Tab. I. Network 2 has a higher number of links than Network
1, according to the probability function (2). The average
bandwidth in both networks is B = 100 M bps.
DIMRO is compared to the optimal solution of the Steiner
tree problem [7] when all virtual link costs are equal to 1. If
every link has a cost equal to 1, the minimum-weight tree that
spans all group members is the multicast tree that uses the
least number of links. The minimum-weight tree is found by
solving the flow formulation of the Steiner tree problem. We
implemented the Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem
in AMPL [8] and solved it with CPLEX. Two metrics are used
to compare the competing algorithms:
1) The Rejection Rate, defined as
Rejection Rate =

Number of Rejected Trees
,
Number of Requested Trees

2) the Network Load ρ, defined as
P
ρ=

{(u,v)∈E}

|E|

ρuv

.

(3)

(4)

For each simulation campaign several experiments have
been run to ensure a 95% relative confidence intervals smaller
than 5%. Starting from a completely unloaded Waxman overlay network, it is requested to build a fixed number of source
rooted trees (Number of Requested Trees). Multicast groups are
sequentially randomly generated, and their members (source
and receivers) are randomly chosen among the network nodes.
The number of receivers for each multicast group is uniformly
distributed from 5 to 15, and the bandwidth request of each
receiver is uniformly distributed from 0.1 to 2 M bps.
Figure 1(a) shows that the DIMRO Rejection Rate in Network 1 is lower than the Rejection Rate of the Optimal solution
of the Steiner Tree Problem (OSTP) with cuv = 1. The
Rejection Rate is approximately the same until the Number
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DIMRO-GS is used, which causes a lower Rejection Rate.
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show that the DIMRO-GS algorithm
achieves a lower Rejection Rate and Network Load in Network
2. Note that in Network 1 (Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b)) bottlenecks
do not allow to efficiently exploit all network resources.
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of Requested Trees is less than 2500. When the Number
of Requested Trees overcomes this threshold, DIMRO has a
lower Rejection Rate. Both DIMRO and OSTP Rejection Rates
increase when the Number of Requested Trees increases, since
the same bottlenecks occur. These bottlenecks depend on the
underlay network topology and cannot be avoided, although
the DIMRO Rejection Rate is lower because bottlenecks occur
later. Figure 1(b) shows that the DIMRO Network Load is the
same as the OSTP Network Load until the Rejection Rate is the
same. Then, since DIMRO rejects less trees, its Network Load
becomes higher than the OSTP one. In Network 2, the DIMRO
Rejection Rate is significantly lower than the OSTP Rejection
Rate (Fig. 2(a)). This is because less unavoidable bottlenecks1
exist. Since Network 2 has a higher number of links, the
number of possible paths between two nodes increases; thus,
it is easier for DIMRO to avoid bottlenecks. A lower Network
Load (Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 2(b)) with a higher Rejection Rate
(Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 2(a)) proves that OSTP does not efficiently
use the available network resources.
To evaluate the performance of the DIMRO-GS and FTM
algorithm [9], we slightly adapted the two metrics previously
introduced to the group shared case. Simulation results for
both Network 1 and Network 2 (Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 4(a))
show that when the Number of Requested Trees increases,
the FTM Rejection Rate becomes significantly higher than
the one of DIMRO-GS, since FTM uses a higher amount of
network resources. In fact, when the Number of Requested
Trees increases, the FTM Network Load becomes significantly
higher than the DIMRO-GS Network Load (Fig. 3(b) and Fig.
4(b)). This implies that network resources saturate later when
1 An unavoidable bottleneck is a bottleneck that depends on the underlay
network topology and not on the algorithm run on the overlay network.

Two algorithms for multicast applications in service overlay
networks were presented. The first builds virtual source rooted
multicast trees for source specific applications; the second
constructs a virtual shared tree for group shared applications.
Their objective is to achieve traffic balancing on the overlay
network so as to avoid traffic congestion and fluctuation, which
cause low network performance. The algorithms actively probe
the underlay network and compute virtual multicast trees
by dynamically selecting the least loaded available paths on
the overlay network. Future research will focus on dynamic
multicast groups, and on the interactions between overlay and
underlay networks.
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